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The traditional view

wh-questions expect answers naming an entity in Jwh-complementK or a
generalized quantifier (GQ) over a set of such entities.

(1) Which student came?

a. Andy.  Andy is a student.
b. Andy or Billy.  Andy and Billy are students.

A general solution: The whP is a binder of e-type variables (or say, combines

with a first-order function).
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The traditional view: In categorial approaches ...

A wh-question denotes a first-order function (called Q-function) only defined

for meanings in Jwh-complementK. whPs are function domain restrictors.

(2) Which student came? CP

λxe : stdtw(x).came(x)

DP

wh-student

λxe.came(x)

λx C
′

IP

x came

a. Entity-naming answers

Jwh-QK(JAndyK) = (λxe : stdtw(x).came(x))(a)
= stdtw(a).came(a)

b. GQ-naming answers

JAndy or BillyK(Jwh-QK) = (a⇑∪b⇑)(λxe : stdtw(x).came(x))
= stdtw(a)∧ stdtw(b).came(a)∨ came(b)

In short: Q-domain ⊆ Jwh-complementK

[Q-domain = Dom(Q-function). In other approaches, Q-domain refers to the set of values that a

wh-bound variable can take.]
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This talk

Claim

In some cases, a wh-question must be interpreted with a higher-order

(ho-)reading, in which the Q-domain is a set of GQs.

Roadmap

A. Evidence for ho-readings

B. Constraints of Q-domain: Positiveness and Homogeneity

C. Deriving the ‘conjunction-admitting’ readings

D. Deriving the ‘disjunction-only’ (i.e., ‘conjunction-rejecting’) reading
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Basics of coordinations and GQs

Coordinations

• Disjunctions over set-denoting expressions are unions. Entities must be

Montague-lifted before being disjoined.

(3) a. JAndy or BillyK = a⇑∪b⇑
b. For any x of type τ : x⇑ = λm〈τ,t〉.m(x)

• Conjunctions are ambiguous between intersections and sums.

(4) a. JAndy and BillyK = a⇑∩b⇑
b. JAndy and BillyK = a⊕b

Live-on and range-over Barwise and Cooper 1981; Szabolcsi 1997

(5) For a GQ π and a set of individuals A:
a. π lives on A if and only if ∀B[π(B)↔ π(A∩B)].
b. π ranges over A if and only if A is the smallest live-on set (smlo) of π .

π smlo(π)

some/every/no student student

some/most students *student
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A. Evidence for ho-readings

If Q-domain ⊆ wh-complement

For any answer naming a GQ ...

1 this GQ must be interpreted withwide scope relative to the Q-nucleus.

2 this answer is not in the Hamblin-set — its derivation involves extra

Boolean operations to the propositions in the Hamblin-set.

• Non-reducibility: diagnostic for disjunctions and ∃-GQs

• Stubborn collectivity: diagnostic for conjunctions and ∀-GQs

• Diagnostics for GQ-coordinations
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1. Non-reducibility: Diagnostic for disjunctions

Spector (2007, 2008): Elided disjunctions and ∃-quantifiers can completely

address �-questions.

(6) Which books does John have to read?

a. The French novels or the Russian novels.

‘F or R ... I don’t know which exactly.’ (Partial: or��)
‘F or R ... the choice is up to him.’ (Complete: �� or)

b. At least two books by Balzac. (∃��, ��∃)

Questions admit ho-readings, in which the nucleus involves semantic

reconstruction (a la Cresti 1995).

(7) ‘What GQ π over books is such that John has to read π?’

[which-books λπ [ have-to [ π〈et,t〉 λx [ John read xe ]]]]

Jwh-QK(JF or RK) = (λπ〈et,t〉 : smlo(π)⊆ books.���[λw.π(λx.readw(j,x))])(f ⇑∪ r⇑)
= smlo(f ⇑∪ r⇑)⊆ books.���[λw.(f ⇑∪ r⇑)(λx.readw(j,x))]
= {f , r} ⊆ books.���[λw.readw(j, f )∨readw(j, r)]

[NB: the Q-domain is subject to revision]
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1. Non-reducibility: Diagnostic for disjunctions

The �-question helps to validate the existence of Boolean disjunctions in a

Q-domain because its answer space is not closed under disjunction.

f (a)∧ f (b)

f (a) ∨ f (b)

f (a)∨ f (b)

Figure 1: What did John read?

�[f (a)∧ f (b)]

�f (a) ∨ �f (b)

�[f (a)∨ f (b)]

Figure 2: What does John have to read?

Or, the Q-function of the �-question is not reducible relative to disjunctions.

Reducibility [•: the combinatory operation between θ and a GQ]

A function θ is reducible relative to a GQ π iff θ •π = π(λx.θ •x⇑)

(8) a. [λπ . J must read π](a⇑∪b⇑) 6= J must read a ∨ J must read b.
b. [λπ . J must read π](a⇑∩b⇑) = J must read a ∧ J must read b.
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2. Stubborn collectivity: Diagnostic for conjunctions

Quantized collective predicates (e.g. formed a team, co-authored two papers) are
“stubbornly collective” (in contrast to e.g. lifted the piano).

Context: The kids formed two teams in total: a+b formed one, c+d formed one.

+ +
A B C D

(9) a. The kids formed teams.

b. #The kids formed a team.

(10) a. #John knows [that the kids formed a team].

b. John knows [which kids formed a team].

 John knows that a+b formed a team and c+d formed a team.

Puzzle: Where does the conjunctive closure in (10b) come from?

Clearly, it cannot come from the predicate or anywhere within the Q-nucleus.
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2. Stubborn collectivity: Diagnostic for conjunctions

Proposal (Xiang 2016: §1.6)

The conjunctive closure is supplied by the whP: it binds a ho-trace and yields

a Q-domain which includes also Boolean conjunctions.

(11) Which kids formed a team?

‘For which GQ π over kids is such that π formed a team?’

a. Logical Form

[[which kids] λπ ... [ip π〈et,t〉 λx [vp xe formed a team ]]]

b. Q-function (domain to be revised)

Jwh-QK = λπ〈et,t〉 : smlo(π)⊆ *kid.λw[π(λx.form-a-teamw(x))]
c. Combining with a Boolean conjunction

Jwh-QK((a⊕b)⇑∩ (c⊕d)⇑)
= {a⊕b,c⊕d} ⊆ *kid.λw[form-a-teamw(a⊕b)∧ form-a-teamw(c⊕d)]
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2. Stubborn collectivity: Diagnostic for conjunctions

Another (problematic) view: The conjunctive closure is from an operation

outside the Q-root, such as Heim’s (1994) answerhood-operator.

(12) Ans-H(Q)(w) =
⋂
{p | w ∈ p ∈Q}

No. The contrast between (13a) and (13b) wrt uniqueness shows that the

conjunctive closure comes from the whP.

(13) a. John knows [which kids formed a team].

b. #John knows [which two kids formed a team].

 Among the relevant kids, exactly two of them formed one single team.

Dayal (1996): A question is defined only if it has a strongest true answer.

f (a⊕b)∧ f (c⊕d)

f (a⊕b) ∧ f (c⊕d)

...

Figure 3: Which two kids formed a team?

The Q-domain of the basic plural-Q includes Boolean conjunctions, while

that of the num-modified-Q doesn’t.
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Interim summary

• ho-meanings in a Q-domain include at least the following:

• Boolean disjunctions and ∃-GQs (by non-reducibility)

• Boolean conjunctions and ∀-GQs (by stubborn collectivity)

• Boolean coordinations of those above

Next: Can we make the following generalization?

The Q-domain yielded by a whP consists of all GQs over subsets of the

wh-complement and the Boolean combinations of these GQs.

No. ho-meanings in a Q-domain are subject to Positiveness & Homogeneity.
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B. Constraints of the Q-domain:

Positiveness and Homogeneity
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Is there any GQ(-compound) that cannot be included in a Q-domain?

The Completeness Test (generalized from Spector 2008)

1 x knows Q x knows the complete true answer of Q.

2 For a proposition p naming a short answer x, if p is true but isn’t entailed by

the complete true answer of Q, then: p 6∈Hamblin set and x 6∈ Q-domain.

(14) Assume that John’s reading obligations include the following:

a. John must read at least two novel(s) by Andy,

b. John must read no book by Billy,

(15) Sue knows which books John must read.

 Sue knows (a). increasing GQ

6 Sue knows (b). decreasing GQ

6 Sue knows (a) and (b). non-monotonic GQ-compound
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From increasing-ness to positive-ness

Spector (2008): The GQs included in a Q-domain must be increasing.

(16) John is playing a board game. This game requires him to play ...

a. {at least two, more than one} red spades;

b. every black spade except the smallest one in his hand;

c. {at most one, less than two} black diamonds;

d. no red diamond except largest one in his hand;

e. exactly two hearts.

(17) Sue knows which cards John must play.

 Sue knows (a) and (b). increasing GQs

6 Sue knows (c)/(d) decreasing GQs

6 Sue knows (a)/(b) and (c)/(d) ... non-monotonic GQ-coordinations

 Sue knows (e). non-monotonic GQs

Spector’s Increasing-ness Constraint can’t explain the inclusion of

non-monotonic GQs while excluding non-monotonic GQ-compounds.
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The Positiveness Constraint

My view: Whether a ho-meaning can be included in a Q-domain is

determined by its “positiveness”, not its monotonicity.

Positiveness

For any π of type 〈et, t〉, π is positive iff π ⊆ some(smlo(π)).

π smlo(π) Increasing? Positive?

a⇑ {a} Yes Yes

a⇑∩b⇑, a⇑∪b⇑ {a,b} Yes Yes

at least two books books Yes Yes

every book except a book−{a} Yes Yes

at most two books books No No

no book except a book−{a} No No

exactly two books books No Yes

two to ten books books No Yes
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The Homogeneity Constraint

GQ π smlo(π) Positive? Homogenous?

3 at least two B B Yes Yes

3 exactly two B B Yes Yes

7 some A and/or no B A∪B Yes No

B. Spector (p.c.): Positiveness does not exclude the unwanted non-monotonic

GQ-coordinations. But, we can decompose any GQ π as π+∩π− where ...

• π+ =
df
{P | ∃P′ ⊆ P[π(P′)]} the strongest increasing GQ entailed by π ;

• π− =
df
{P | ∃P′ ⊇ P[π(P′)]} the strongest decreasing GQ entailed by π ;

We just need to exclude the non-monotonic GQs where the conjoined π+
and

π− range over different sets.

Homogeneity (for GQs)

For any π ∈D〈et,t〉, π is homogenous iff π is monotonic or smlo(π+) = smlo(π−).

(For monotonic GQs: π is increasing iff π− =Det; π is decreasing iff π+ =Det)
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In sum, ...

The Q-domain yielded by the whP ‘wh-A’ in a ho-reading, if any, is the set

consisting of the positive-homogenous GQs ranging over a subset of A:

hA= {π〈et,t〉 | smlo(π)⊆ A∧π is positive∧π is homogenous}

(18) Which books does John have to read?

a. fo-reading

λxe : x ∈ booksw.�λw.readw(j,x)
b. ho-reading (�� π)

λπ〈et,t〉 : π ∈ h
booksw.�λw.π(λx.readw(j,x))

Possible sources of the Positiveness and Homogeneity constraints:

• Lexicon of the h-shifter

• Presuppositions of the higher-order wh-trace

• Constraints on semantic reconstruction

• ...
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C. Distributing the ‘conjunction-admitting’ reading
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Distributional constraints of ho-readings

ho-readings are unavailable if the whP ...

1 ... is sg-marked (Fox 2013)

2 ... is num-modified (Xiang 2016)

• Uniqueness effects show that the following questions cannot have answers

naming Boolean conjunctions.

(19) I know which book John read,

... Book A.

#... Book A and Book B.

(20) I know which two kids formed a team,

... the two boys.

#... the two boys and the two girls.

• But, unlike numeral-modifiers, PP-modifiers do not trigger uniqueness.

(21) I know which kids in a group of two formed a team,

... the two boys.

... the two boys and the two girls. (no uniqueness)

[NB: A caveat arises for disjunctive answers. I will discuss them later.]
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Proposal

DP

D
0

wh-

NP

φP

φ0

[±at]

NumP

(numeral)

Num
0

(card)

(h) nP

n0
√
kid

PP/Rel/...

...

The h-shifter is applied to nP, where roots are assigned to the category of

nouns and are structured into semi-lattices. [Assumptions on NP structure are from

Sauerland (2003), Harbour (2014), Scontras (2014). Note that a sg-marked phrase can be

number-neutral in semantics (e.g., Spanish quién ‘who.sg’; see Maldonado (2017), Alonso-Ovalle &

Rouillard (2018), cf. Elliott et al. (2018))]
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Predictions

1. The h-shifter cannot be used in Nsg: GQs are not atomic.

(22) a. kid 7φP

φ0

[+at]

h nP

n0
√
kid

b. kids φP

φ0

[−at]

h nP

n0
√
kid

2. The h-shifter cannot be used in Num-N: numerals must check cardinality

and cannot combine with a set of GQs.

(23) a. two kids b. kids in a group of two
φP

φ0

[−at]

7

two

h nP

n0
√
kid

NP

φP

φ0

[−at]

h nP

n0
√
kid

PP

in a group

of two
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Interim summary

• Constraints

ho-meanings involved in a Q-domain must be Positive and Homogenous.

• Derivation

– A h-shifter applies to the nP within the wh-complement and returns a

ho restrictor.

– wh-movement leaves a ho-trace in the question nucleus.

CP

DP

D

wh-

NP

restrictor

...
hnP

λπ ...

IP

nucleus

... π〈et,t〉(λx ... x ...)

• Distribution: If the wh-complement is sg-marked or num-modified, the

atomicity and cardinality requirements block the application of h, making

ho-readings unavailable.
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D. The puzzling ‘disjunction-only’ reading
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A puzzle about disjunctive answers: �-questions

In responding to �-questions where the wh-complement is sg-marked or

num-modified, narrow scope disjunctions are not as bad as conjunctions.

• Continuations:

(24) I know which book John has to read, ...

#... Book A and Book B.

?... Book A or Book B.

(25) I know which two books John has to read ...

#... the two French books and the two Russian books.

?... the two French books or the two Russian books.

• Discourse answers:

(26) Which textbook should we use for this class?

Heim&Kratzer or Meaning&Grammar, (the choice is up to you.)
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A puzzle about disjunctive answers: ♦/MS-questions

Elided mention-all (MA-)answers to ♦-questions can have a conjunctive form

or a disjunctive form. (See derivations in Xiang 2016: ch. 2.)

(27) What can I use (as a textbook) for this class?

Heim&Kratzer or/andMeaning&Grammar.

A sg-marked ♦-question admits a multi-choice reading if the uniqueness

inference evoked by the sg-whP takes narrow scope. (Hirsch & Schwarz 2019)

(28) Which letter could be missing in fo m?

The missing letter could be a, and the missing letter could be r. (♦� ι)

But, elided MA-answers to sg-marked ♦-questions must be disjunctions.

(29) Which textbook can I use for this class? H&K or/#and M&G.
(30) Which letter could be missing in fo m? A or/#and r.

Puzzles

1 Why these marked �/♦-questions admit and only admit disjunctions?

2 Why this reading is available despite that the whP is sg-marked or

num-modified?
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Solution 1: A unified approach

Like entities, disjunctions (but not conjunctions) may satisfy the

atomicity/cardinality requirement of [sg]/[card]. (Manuel Križ p.c.)

• A GQ π is atomic iff (a) the minimal witness sets of π are all singleton sets,

and (b) every member in the smallest live-on set of π is atomic.

J[sg]K = λPλx.
{
P(x)∧Atom(x) if P⊆De
P(x)∧∀A[mws(A,x)→ |A|= 1]∧∀y ∈ smlo(x)[Atom(y)] if P⊆D〈et,t〉

• A GQ π has the cardinality n iff (a) the MWSs of π are all singleton sets,

and (b) every member in the smallest live-on set of π has the cardinality n.

JcardK = λPλnλx.
{
P(x)∧|x|= n if P⊆De
P(x)∧∀A[mws(A,x)→ |A|= 1]∧∀y ∈ smlo(x)[|y|= n] if P⊆D〈et,t〉

With three relevant students abc, we have:

First-order Higher-order

student {a,b,c} {
⊔
A | A⊆ {x⇑ | x ∈ {a,b,c}}

two students {a⊕b,b⊕ c,a⊕ c} {
⊔
A | A⊆ {x⇑ | x ∈ {a⊕b,b⊕ c,a⊕ c}}
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Solution 2: A reconstruction-based analysis

• The ‘disjunction-only’ reading involves syntactically reconstructing the

wh-complement to the question nucleus.

• The h-shifter can be applied since the left domain variable D is unmarked.

(31) Which book does John have to read?

a. First-order + reconstruction

(i) [
CP

whichD λx ... � [x is the book that J read]]

(ii) λxe : x ∈D.�λw[x= ιy[bookw(y)∧ readw(y)]]
b. ho+ reconstruction

(i) [
CP

whichhD λπ ... � [π〈et,t〉 λx. xe is the book that J read]]

(ii) λπ〈et,t〉 : π ∈ hD.�λw[π(λxe.x= ιy[bookw(y)∧ readw(j,y)])]

The following considers the predictions of Solution 2.
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Predictions of Solution 2: for �-questions

Conjunctive answers are unacceptable because ‘∧� ι ’ yields a contradiction.

(32) Which book does John have to read?

JCPK = λπ〈et,t〉 : π ∈ hD.�λw[π(λxe.x= ιy[bookw(y)∧ readw(j,y)])]

a. Book A or Book B. (��∨� ι)

JCPK(a⇑∪b⇑) =�λw.[a= ιy[bookw(y)∧ readw(j,y)]]∨
[b= ιy[bookw(y)∧ readw(j,y)]]

(It has to be that the book that John read is Book A or is Book B.)

b. #Book A and Book B. (��∧� ι)

JCPK(a⇑∩b⇑) =�λw.[a= ιy[bookw(y)∧ readw(j,y)]]∧
[b= ιy[bookw(y)∧ readw(j,y)]]

(#It has to be that the book that John read is Book A and is Book B.)
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Predictions of Solution 2: for ♦-questions (Background)

(33) Who can chair the committee?

a. Prof A. Mention-some (MS)

b. Prof A and/or Prof B. Mention-all (MA)

The two MA readings are derived via different LFs (Xiang 2016: ch 2):

• Conj-MA arises if the ho wh-trace scopes over the ♦-modal.

Q= {λw.π(λx.♦wO[chair(x)]) | π ∈ h
hmn}

• Disj-MA arises if the ho wh-trace (regardless of its scope) is associated

with a free choice (FC)-licensing operator (≈Mandarin dou).
Q= {dou[♦λw.π(λx.O[chair(x)])] | π ∈ h

hmn}

♦Of (a)∧♦Of (b)

♦Of (a) ∧ ♦Of (b)

♦Of (a)∨♦Of (b)

dou♦[Of (a)∧Of (b)]

dou♦Of (a) ∧ dou♦Of (b)

dou♦[Of (a)∨Of (b)]

Conj-MA (π � ♦) Disj-MA (with dou)
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Predictions of Solution 2: for ♦-questions

Conj-MA:

Conjunction over wide scope uniqueness (∧� ι � ♦) yields a contradiction:

(34) Which professor can chair the committee? # Prof A and Prof B.

JCPK(a⇑∩b⇑) = λw.[a= ιy[prof w(y)∧♦wOchair(y)]]∧
[b= ιy[prof w(y)∧♦wOchair(y)]]

(# A is the unique prof who can chair alone, and B is the unique prof

who can chair alone.)

Disj-MA:

Free choice over narrow scope uniqueness (fc� ♦� ι) does not yield a

contradiction:

(35) Which professor can chair the committee? Prof A or Prof B.

JCPK(a⇑∪b⇑) = dou♦λw.
[

[a= ιy[prof w(y)∧Ochairw(y)]]∨
[b= ιy[prof w(y)∧Ochairw(y)]]

]
= ♦λw[a= ιy[prof w(y)∧Ochairw(y)]∧
♦λw[b= ιy[prof w(y)∧Ochairw(y)]

(It’s possible that A is the unique prof who chairs alone, and it’s

possible that B is the unique prof who chairs alone.)
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Conclusions

• Evidence from questions with �-modals or collective predicates shows

that sometimes a wh-question must be interpreted with a ho-reading.

• The GQs that can serve as complete answers of questions are subject to

two constraints — positiveness and homogeneity.

• ho-reading arises if the h-shifter converts the wh-restrictor into a set of

GQs and if the wh-phrase binds a ho-trace. Thus, ho-readings are

unavailable if the application of h is blocked, such as by the atomicity/

cardinality constraint in singular/ num-modified nouns.

• Puzzlingly, sg-marked and num-modified questions admit only disjunctive

answers. I provided two solutions:

1. Disjunctions (but not conjunctions) may satisfy atomicity/cardinality.

2. Reconstructing the wh-complement yields local uniqueness and

further contradictions for conjunctive answers.

Thank you!

For helpful discussions, I thank Luis Alonso-Ovalle, Lucas Champollion, Gennaro

Chierchia, Danny Fox, Manuel Križ, Benjamin Spector, Bernhard Schwarz, and the

audiences at Georg-August-Universität Göttingen and Ecole Normale Supérieure.
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